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Dear Golf Betting Enthusiast,

This is now the third year I’ve asked my industry contact (aka “the Golf Insider”)
to produce a list of golfers to follow for the coming year. 

Now as you can imagine… 

In his work as a full-time market-maker, trader, and odds compiler, it is his
responsibility to have a firm handle on the ability and winning potential of
players who are right at the top of game… but, just as importantly, those who are
considered to be up-and-coming talents. 

Maybe more importantly in fact. Because these “lesser players” are the guys who
are often chalked up at big prices, and do the most damage to the layers, should
they go and win. 

But because this industry insider is also working for us… it’s these blots on the
formbook, and these potential banana skins for the bookies, that we also get to
hear about on the service. 

Not just with our week-to-week betting… 

But also through this annual list of “Players To Follow”. 

And so over the past couple of years the list of tip-offs has included a couple of
very nice winners at 175/1 (Markus Kinhult & Victor Perez) as well as other first-
time winners (Robert MacIntyre & Min Woo Lee). 

All told, looking at the figures from the lists in 2019 and 2020… if you had put a
level stake on each of the players featured, every time they played, you would
have made a tidy profit (something in the region of 60 points in the win market).
 
And all this despite the major disruptions that took place during last year, when
several featured golfers barely played. 

However, as it stands, the schedule for 2021 looks to be near normal. 

A year when we can expect to see all four Majors take place, plus the Ryder Cup. 

And on the back of a year (2020) when the main Golf Insider service delivered
winners up to 250/1… add in this list of “Players To Follow”… and you have a
formidable arsenal at your disposal with which to attack the bookies.
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So, as ever, I would recommend you stick with the service as it is proven to
deliver profitable results to those who remain patient, and follow the advice –
that’s all you need to do! 

Or alternatively, if you’re not already a member, to read more about this tried-
and-tested winning service you can visit https://www.golfinsider.co.uk/ja-offer

Right… 

As far as the attached list is concerned, my previous guidelines to the Golf
Insider in compiling his list remain the same…

(i) all the golfers had to be maidens on both the European Tour or PGA Tour i.e.
they couldn’t be have won before at a professional level on either circuit. 

(ii) they couldn’t be more than 25-years-old.

Reason being, I wanted to follow young improving players. Those who were
relatively new to the scene, wouldn’t be on the radar of most golf commentators
(and so bookies!!) and would therefore go off at genuine value odds on a regular
basis. 

Because that’s what we all want, right? To back players of genuine under-
estimated, or plain undiscovered, ability at over-the-odds prices. 

More to the point, who wants to be given a list of players to follow… and then
find out that they are all overly-exposed players who are either perennial
bridesmaids (and would never win however long they played for), or simply
don’t have the necessary bottle to get the job done should they ever get the
chance. 

So like the two years before, after agreeing to take up this challenge, our industry
man duly went off to do all the countless hours of homework required to come
up with a list of ten players – five off the European Tour, and a further five from
the PGA Tour. 

But in doing so, he came back to me with these words…

“Matthew, I will happily divulge the names of some of the players who are at
the top of my watch-list. But in terms of your members, I’m not going to
highlight guys who might only play a handful of tournaments, will go off at
500/1+ when they do, and have no real chance of winning. 

Similarly, I agree that nobody wants a list of golfers that includes loads of
household names (Johnson, Thomas, McIlroy, Rahm etc) that we all know
inside-out. 

https://www.golfinsider.co.uk/ja-offer


And I think he makes a perfectly reasonable point. 

Why get a list of players to follow where you could either pick them all yourself,
or they’re never going to win in a month of Sundays. 

Yes, those who closely follow the action on both tours will have heard of some/all
of them, but they all fit the criteria of age, maiden-status, and imminent
tournament-winning ability. 

This means the attached list of PGA and European Tour golfers seems to me,
anyways, to be in the sweet-spot of value, allied to profit-making potential. 

Well, we shall see as 2021 progresses!! 

And used in tandem with the week-to-week advice the Golf Insider gives out on
his main service, it will make this year another big winning year for you. 
Read on, and enjoy… 

Kind Regards,
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So the players I’ll give you are all genuine winners-in-waiting. Yes, some of
these might be better known than others… but they’re all young, talented, and
on the upgrade, and they should represent value - until they win of course!”

Matthew Walton 

P.S. For full details about the Golf Insider service, and to get a breakdown of the
results, or ask any question, please email me at matthew@matthewwalton.co.uk 

Or alternatively, to join the service you can visit
https://www.golfinsider.co.uk/ja-offer

https://www.golfinsider.co.uk/ja-offer


The Insider writes… 

“If you’ve not heard of this guy already, then

make a note of his name. 

Because the next world-beater off the conveyor

belt of talent that the Sunshine Tour in South

Africa regularly serves up, Jayden Trey Schaper

is one of the best prospects in years. 

Now up against some formidable names this

may sound like a bold claim, but at just 19,

Schaper looks to have all the attributes of a

star-in-the-making. 

He has already become the No.1 amateur in his

homeland, and has started to turn this promise

into results on the Sunshine Tour, and in

tournaments sanctioned along with the

European Tour. 

Undoubtedly his career path will see him target

the big prizes on the PGA Tour, but for now we

should see enough of Schaper on the European

Tour to confirm the view that he’s a player to 

watch, and one to follow closely.

EUROPEAN  TOUR :

Jayden Schaper (RSA)

You’ll note in his results table a 2nd place in the Alfred Dunhill in late 2020, and this was the pick of

several eye-catching finishes during the year.

Now much hype, and much pressure, can be heaped on the shoulders of any young golfer, but with

Schaper we appear to have a player capable of living up to this billing. As he says himself… “if you're in

this sport and really want to make it as a pro, everyone has to have the goal of becoming the No.1 golfer in

the world. That's why I'm here and that's why I'm playing the sport. To get to No.1 in the world is the goal,

that's what I want, and that's what I'm working towards daily.” 

Now among my odds-compiling buddies, the secret is out in terms of Schaper, so don’t expect

astronomical odds about this teenager, but you should see him challenging for tournament wins in 2021…

and then you’ll see this South African wonderkid turn his attention to the world stage. 

Jayden Schaper is a very smart prospect indeed.”



The Insider writes… 

“Jordan stays on the list after first appearing in

the 2020 edition. 

Because there’s no doubting this young

Englishman can play, and that he’ll be a

European Tour winner in the near future. 

A Walker Cup team-member in 2017, Jordan

was a winner on the Challenger Tour in 2019,

and posted a number of solid efforts during an

interrupted campaign in 2020. 

His best was a T3rd in the Wales Open at Celtic

Manor, along with a T10 in the Cyprus

Showdown. 

With more starts, and more experience under

his belt, it’s a gimme that we’ll see Jordan begin

to feature more often at the top of leaderboards

at the business end of tournaments. I think this

is an absolute certainty.

The Wirral-based player has a solid all-round

game, and having played plenty of golf in the

UK he’ll certainly fancy his chances when there

are links-style courses in use, along with those

courses that demand accuracy off the tee.

After posting some notable finishes during the

past 12 months, whilst a lot of his rivals have

been treading water, I’m confident that Jordan 

EUROPEAN  TOUR :

Matthew Jordan (ENG)

will find an opportunity this year to break his duck on the European Tour.

It would be no surprise to see Jordan land a maiden win in 2021, and he’s one of the players I’ll be keeping

a close eye on when I’m pricing up events on the European Tour this coming year. 

Make a note of name, as I’m positive that Matthew Jordan is a golfer that we’re going to hear a lot more

about in 2021, and on through the coming years”.



The Insider writes… 

“Crocker is one of a number of young Americans

we’ve seen in recent years (Uihlein, Suri, Catlin,

Kitayama) who have chosen to start out their

careers on the European Tour. 

There’s a number of reasons for this (many have

dual-nationality… and Crocker was born in

Zimbabwe) but it’s not to say these guys can’t cut

the mustard - as most of them tend to win! 

Crocker is another name to add to the list as I

believe the 24-year-old will come of age in 2021

and post a maiden win. 

He’s a fine driver of the ball, and if he just

improves his putting stats, then I’ve no doubts he’ll

turn one of his already near-misses into a victory. 

During 2020 Crocker posted a best effort in the

Alfred Dunhill Championship, where he came 2nd,

and there were also another couple of Top 10

finishes along the way.

I would be surprised if we didn’t see Crocker

challenging again this year, and even if this isn’t at

the highest level, then a moderate European Tour

event is well within his range. 

He’s a generally consistent performer, who makes

a lot of cuts, and sooner or later the cards are 

EUROPEAN  TOUR :

Sean Crocker (USA)

going to fall his way during the last round of a tournament.

Crucially for inclusion in this list, we should still get decent value about this American, so he very much

deserves a place on the 2021 list as a maiden who has all the potential to post a first win. 

Mark down Sean Crocker as one for the coming year.”



The Insider writes… 

“Nienaber is a player who will win in 2021. In fact,

once he gets that first success I can see him

winning a whole lot more. 

In this respect the South African is very similar to

Jayden Schaper, but a year older, and more

exposed in his professional career, Nienaber is that

much closer to being the finished article. 

He’s already had chances to win on the European

Tour (a should-of-won 2nd in the Joburg Open)

and has posted several other high finishes during

what turned out to be a year full of promise during

2020. 

Nienaber gives it a right belt off the tee, and

ranked No.1 for Driving Distance in last year’s

stats… in fact in the Joburg Open last year he

launched one drive 439 yards!! 

However, distance alone will not make him the

finished article, and wayward accuracy stats, and

modest numbers on the greens, mean that

Nienaber still has areas of his game to improve

before he becomes a better and more consistent

performer on the world stage… as, like Schaper, we

should expect to see plenty of this guy in the States

over the coming years.

EUROPEAN  TOUR :

Wilco Nienaber (RSA)

The question will be what sort of value we see about the 20-year-old when he does tee it up this year

because, of the five players in this list of European Tour players, Nienaber will be the shortest in the odds

most weeks. 

For me he’s going to be best followed in home conditions that suit his game, but he has shown an aptitude

for playing well both on his native Sunshine Tour, as well as posting Top 10 finishes in the UK and Spain. 

Wilco Nienaber is a winner-in-waiting and surely must register a first European Tour win in 2021… the

first of many.”



The Insider writes… 

“This 25-year-old seems to have been around for a

long time – that said, he did make his first cut on

the Asian Tour at the age of 14! 

When you look at his numbers on the main

European Tour they might not seem that

spectacular, but it’s on the Asian Tour that

Janewattananond has been honing his skills. 

The Thai player is actually a 7-time winner in the

Far East (so he makes it onto this list by way of a

technicality, not having won in either Europe or

the US). 

As a result I think there will be some value to be

had about a player who clearly has the game, and

the temperament, to win golf events… he’s just yet

to do it in front of a larger audience. 

“JJ” may well find his first success coming in a co-

sanctioned event, where the fields might be

weaker, and the conditions more to his liking. 

But I firmly believe that he has what it takes to win

on the European stage like other players from

Thailand such as Thongchai Jaidee, Kiradech

Aphibarnrat and Prayad Marksaeng.

His neat and tidy game (the 5’8’’ Janewattananond

is not the powerhouse some other modern golfers

are) will give him a chance where the premium is

more on accuracy than power, and I think that the 

EUROPEAN  TOUR :

Jazz Janewattananond (THA)

more he plays in both Europe and in the States, the better player he will become as a result.

Jazz Janewattanond is worth a place on the list, as this unfashionable player is a proven winner and more

than capable of landing a first “big” win in 2021.”



The Insider writes… 

“Redman is one of two PGA Tour players who I’m

going to keep on the list for 2021. 

Because although Redman remained winless

during the past 12 months, his game came on leaps

and bounds, to the point where he should be more

than able to challenge (and win) in the coming

year. 

Still just 23, the Clemson University graduate

turned pro in 2018. 

And Redman has actually been on my radar since

2019 despite, to some observers, not developing

into a real tournament-winning golfer. 

But he started to come to hand in 2020 with a best

effort of T3rd in the Wyndham Championship as

well as the Safeway Open. 

Add to this a 4th place in Bermuda, and we have a

player here who is certainly becoming at ease with

competing with the best players on tour. 

He’s a neat-and-tidy player off the tee, and hits it

long enough (310+ yards) to mix it when a course

demands extra yardage. As ever, is boils down to a

case of getting the putter working when he has the 

EUROPEAN  TOUR :

Doc Redman (USA)

chance to win.

Redman should again prove to be a steady performer in 2021, and I would be surprised if he didn’t go on

to break his duck. 

In my book, the man from North Carolina just needs to tighten up his short game (e.g. ranked 107th for

Strokes Gained: Putting last year) in order to break through, and we should still get some value in him,

certainly in the early part of the season. 

Doc Redman looks a breakthrough player for this coming year.”



The Insider writes… 

“Despite a patchy year in 2020, in my opinion,

Burns ended it a better golf than he started. 

The 24-year-old from Louisiana ended it with two

Top 10’s in his last five starts (Safeway Open and

the Houston Open) and became a much more

consistent performer. 

He only played 20 times during the year and

despite missing six cuts, Burns began to piece

together a record with a higher number of finishes

inside the Top 30. 

He’s plenty long enough off the tee for the modern

game, ranking inside the Top 20 for Driving

Distance in each of the last two years – he’s also

got some reasonable putting stats as well. 

What’s letting Burns down is his accuracy both off

the tee, and in finding the greens… if he can dial

these up a notch or two then his game will be

elevated to a whole new level. 

Burns did win on the Korn Ferry Tour back in

2018, so he ticks a box in this respect, and whilst

his game hasn’t been tested much at the highest

level, if he keeps putting himself in the right 
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Sam Burns (USA)

positions, then sooner or later an opportunity should fall into his lap.

As with a number of players on the PGA Tour, where the money is good, there is a comfort zone that

comes with making a few hundred thousand dollars each year, and some guys never kick-on from being

just a journeyman “pay check” golfer… the question is whether Burns falls into this category. 

Well, he might do down the line. But for now, with youth on his side, I’d be hopeful that his desire is to

claim a first career win, and progress from there. 

Given the highly-competitive nature of the PGA, there will be some big odds on offer about him, but on

what he’s shown to date, Sam Burns is capable of winning an event in 2021.”



The Insider writes… 

“Not every player can be considered the “best

prospect in world golf” but Zalatoris would

certainly be on the list of possible PGA Tour

candidates. 

But you could say, at the age of 24, compared to

some of his rivals (like the previously mentioned

Schaper and Nienaber) his time to deliver on this

promise is shorter than most. 

The graduate of the Korn Ferry Tour can play,

that’s for sure, and it would be a surprise if he didn’t

develop into a very accomplished operator on the

main circuit. 

You’ll see by his stats on the KFT that Zalatoris was

a regular challenger, and he’s gone on from there to

finish Top 10 in the US Open and also post a high

finish in the Shriners Open. 

Now the betting game, like any other, is prone to

hype. And it’s fair to say that the odds about this

young Californian will easily run ahead of his

achievements, so value will have to be keenly

monitored. 

But do I see him as a winner in 2021? Yes I do. And

can he go on to be a genuine Top 10 or Top 20

player on the world stage… yes, with time as he’s got

all the attributes required. 

First thing is we need to see him post a first win on

the PGA Tour, and this looks highly likely in the

coming months. So with a word of caution about

prices, I would add Will Zalatoris to the list of

expected breakthrough winners this coming year.”

EUROPEAN  TOUR :

Will Zalatoris (USA)



The Insider writes… 

“Looking back to the 2020 edition of this list I

wrote… “If Robert MacIntyre is my obvious call on

the European Tour, then Scheffler is the

equivalent on the PGA circuit.” 

And while MacIntyre went on to win last year,

Scheffler somehow managed not to break his duck. 

But I’ve no doubts he will in 2021! 

Scheffler showed enough promise, and

improvement, during the year to prove to me that

he has what it takes to win. 

The only lingering doubt, and one which will only

grow, is his ability to convert… if he fails to turn

another Top 5 or Top 10 into a win. 

Four times in 2020 Scheffler was right there at the

sharp end of tournaments, and this included a 4th

place in the US PGA Championship. 

He also went on to finish inside the Top 20 at

Augusta, which only backs up the belief that he has

to win this year. 

Scheffler won twice on the KFT in 2019, so I really

don’t believe it has anything to do with his bottle…

more the case, as with a number of youngsters

these days, they play their attacking game at all 

EUROPEAN  TOUR :

Scottie Scheffler (USA)

times, when sometimes a more measured approach near the close, will get the job done.

That said, I would be very surprised not to see Scottie Scheffler register a maiden win in the US during the

year, and if he is more exposed than some (sorry!) his current lack of a win will keep his odds a tad higher

than they should be.”



The Insider writes… 

“Suh is my wildcard pick in this year’s PGA Tour

players to follow, but I genuinely believe he’s a

player worth keeping tabs on. 

He’s only 23, so time remains on his side… and as

he currently plies his trade on the PGA Latin

American Tour his exposure is much less than

some of his peers. 

But Suh can certainly play, and looks a bright

prospect. 

Just check out his two starts towards the end of

2020 on the PGA Tour where he finished T14th in

the Corales Puntacana Championship and then 8th

in the Shriners Open – both indicators of Suh’s

potential. 

Now in both those results lies the truth that Suh

might, right now, be best served in low-grade

events, and possibly those held outside of the US.

Fair enough. 

But given that he was previously talked of in the 
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Justin Suh (USA)

same way as Matthew Wolff, Collin Morikawa and Viktor Hovland (all of whom have gone on to win on the

PGA Tour) then there must be something more to him than mere potential.

As result we will be getting some big odds about the man from San Jose, and he might be one to look at in

the speciality markets (to begin with) until he gets more experience with the big boys on the main circuit.

It’ll be interesting to see where his focus is for 2021, and I would expect him to start gravitating more

towards the main tour. 

John Suh is no household name, but those “in the know” know that he’s one to watch. I just hope he gets

enough starts to improve his game and to make him a more consistent performer at the higher level. And,

let’s not forget, 23 is hardly old in golfing terms, and he could easily develop into a very capable player,

given time.”
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